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Nonhuman animals (hereafter animals) have used technology for some time. These technologies 
have become repeatedly entangled in and within the ‘dance’, as Haraway [2] terms this, between 
humans and animals. As such, questions have come to light concerning both the interaction 
paradigm amongst the phenomena of “ontological inseparability of intra-acting agencies”, as 
dubbed by Barad [1], towards what it means to ‘interact’ and what is interaction for animals within 
and between these systems.  
 
Reflecting upon personal perspectives of intermingling between my dog and technology systems, 
this discourse talks through the challenges of working within the murky area of designing dog 
technology for the (un)informed user. Whilst researchers in animal-technology have claimed that 
these issues are simply a human affair  by the very nature of needing to assign linguistically meaning 
to such interactions [3, 6], there is a consensus that the issues are complex and merits questioning 
for all individuals involved.  
 
Whilst in my work I aim to create and capture formation between entities there is still questions 
upon how to capture this interaction taking place, if the animal needs to be aware of the interaction 
and what this quantifies towards [4]. Here I argue that the ethics of choice and continual intra-
actions with my dog that a continual relationship exists with technologies becoming made and 
unmade through the process [5]. This interconnection then becomes apparatuses giving animals 
responsive acknowledgement and a sense of agency toward becoming-with; although what or who 
is becoming is largely unknown.  
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